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Project Description 

As storytime audiences grow more diverse and the world grows ever more 

interconnected, it is more important than ever that the materials used in programs reflect 

the many colors of our world.  Yet too often “multiculturalism” means offering special 

once-a-year programs surrounding particular holidays.  Multicultural Storytime Magic: 

Fingerplays, Flannelboards, and More to Bring Cultural Diversity to Any Program will 

offer a new paradigm for multicultural programs, one in which diversity is woven into 

any and every storytime, no matter what the topic.  More importantly, the book will offer 

concrete book recommendations, fingerplays, flannelboards and other activities that can 

be integrated into existing storytimes.  Arranged thematically around 60 popular 

storytime themes, these original and traditional resources from all over the world will 

enrich storytimes for ages 2 and up.   A section focusing on cultures around the world 

will offer new and exciting materials for programs celebrating specific holidays and 

cultures.  Patterns will be included for all flannelboards and stick puppets, and 

illustrations of American Sign Language signs will be included where appropriate.  This 

book will build on the thematic resources found in Storytime Magic, offering a selection 

of culturally diverse rhymes, stories, and songs to enrich any program.   
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Intended Market 

            Multicultural Storytime Magic: Fingerplays, Flannelboards, and More to Bring 

Cultural Diversity to Any Program will appeal to the nation’s 92,000 public 

librarians.  Potential readers will also include anyone who develops programming for 

families and young children, including the 1.2 million childcare providers, 423,000 

preschool teachers, and 1 million early elementary educators in the U.S.  Its primary 

audience will be anyone who shares books with children, and it will be a useful resource 

for beginning programmers and veterans alike. 

  

   

Competitive Analysis 

            Many librarian resource books offer suggestions for developing programs on 

various themes – indeed, these are among the most popular resources for children’s 

librarians.  Though many include materials from various cultures, none offer the range of 

thematically organized materials that Multicultural Storytime Magic will.  Some of the 

notable titles now available are: 

 Celebrations Around the World: A Multicultural Handbook by Carole S. Angell 

(Fulcrum, 1996): Organized chronologically, this book provides background 

information and activities related to holidays and celebrations around the 

world.  Most of the material is geared to elementary age children, and this book 

does not include fingerplays, stories, or suggested books as Multicultural 

Storytime Magic will. 
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 Across Cultures: A Guide to Multicultural Literature for Children by Kathy East 

and Rebecca L. Thomas (Libraries Unlimited, 2007): This reference book 

contains 465 annotations of multicultural titles for use with preschoolers through 

sixth graders.  Like Multicultural Storytime Magic, this book takes a thematic 

approach to its organization.  However, this title does not include storytime 

materials other than books and has a much more general focus that Multicultural 

Storytime Magic. 

 Venture Into Cultures: A Resource Book for Multicultural Materials and 

Programs edited by Olga R. Kuharets (ALA Editions, 2001): Organized by 

country, this book contains annotated book suggestions, activity ideas, websites, 

and other resources for developing programs about particular 

cultures.  Multicultural Storytime Magic will include some of the same types of 

materials, but will show how multicultural materials can be woven into any 

storytime theme, making all programs truly diverse.  

 Travel the Globe: Multicultural Story Times by Desiree Webber, Dee Ann Corn, 

Elaine Harrod, Donna Norvell, and Sandy Shropshire (Libraries Unlimited, 1998): 

Organized by country, this storytime resource book offers flannelboards, 

fingerplays, crafts, and other materials for use in storytime.  Multicultural 

Storytime Magic will also offer both original and traditional storytime materials, 

but will organize them by popular storytime themes so that presenters can easily 

incorporate diversity into any storytime. 
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Length of Manuscript and Special Considerations 

            This manuscript will be approximately 250 pages.   The flannelboards and stick 

puppets will require approximately 500 black and white line drawings of the patterns, to 

be produced by the authors and illustrator Melanie Fitz.  The “rhymes to sign” will 

require approximately 100 graphics of American Sign Language signs.  The authors have 

arranged with The Institute for Disabilities Training and Research, publisher of American 

Sign Language Clip and Create 5, to provide permission to use graphics from the CD-

Rom.   

                 

  

  

Schedule for Completion 

The final manuscript can be delivered 12 months from the date of contract. 

  

  

Software Used 

Microsoft Word for Windows XP 
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Introduction 

Consider the following: 

 By the year 2050, the number of Asians in the United States is expected to 

increase by 22.7 million, an increase of 213% over Census figures from the 

year 2000. (Shresta 19) 

 In the 2000 U.S. Census, 12.6% of the U.S. Population identified themselves 

as Hispanic.  This number is projected to rise to 24.4% by 2050. (Shresta 21-

22) 

 Since the passage of the Education of All Handicapped Children Act in 1975 

(reauthorized as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act in 1990 and 

2004), a sizable number of deaf children have been educated in public 

schools, leading to a greater number of hearing children being exposed to 

American Sign Language (ASL). (The Gale Group)  Though estimates vary 

due to inconsistent record-keeping, ASL is commonly held to be the third or 

fourth most-used language in the United States.  

 With increasing access to technology that links us to others around the world 

through media and the internet, today’s children will grow up more linked 

than ever to their counterparts in other countries. 

As these facts illustrate, our society is growing more diverse by the 

day.  Storytime audiences reflect that diversity, and so it is more important than ever that 

the materials used in programs reflect the many colors of our world.  Yet too often 
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“multiculturalism” means offering special once-a-year programs surrounding particular 

holidays.  In this book, we offer a new paradigm for multicultural programs, one in which 

diversity is woven into any and every storytime, no matter what the topic.  

In Part I, you will fine concrete book recommendations, fingerplays, 

flannelboards and other activities that can be woven into everyday programs.  Arranged 

thematically around 60 popular storytime themes, these original and traditional resources 

from all over the world will enrich storytimes for ages 2 and up.   Part II focuses on 

holidays around the world, with new and exciting materials for programs celebrating 

specific holidays and cultures.  Patterns for all flannelboards and stick puppets can be 

found on these pages, with full-sized illustrations available for free download at this 

book’s website. 

What is Cultural Diversity? 

            Cultural diversity in storytimes is more than just throwing in a story from another 

country - it’s a mindset that says that children deserve to be exposed to a wide variety of 

cultures and experiences.  It’s not a once-a-year thing; it’s an everyday occurrence.  We 

hope that you will find the suggestions here a springboard, and that these activities will 

inspire you to bring elements of multiculturalism into every program you present, no 

matter what the topic.  It all begins with awareness of diversity, and a willingness to seek 

out a variety of resources.  

            In this book, you’ll find resources relating to 

 Diversity in American society: materials showing Americans of all 

backgrounds 

 Diversity in the world: traditional and modern materials from many lands 
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 Diversity of abilities: materials showing people with various disabilities 

and members of Deaf culture 

For more exciting storytime resources, visit the authors’ website 

at www.storytimemagic.net, and be sure to sign up for our free seasonal newsletter to 

receive exclusive storytime resources right in your inbox! 

  

Works Cited 

Shresta, Laura B. The Changing Demographic Profile of the United States. Congressional 

Report. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 2006. 

The Gale Group. "Special Education." 2008. Encyclopedia of Children and Childhood in 

History and Society. 1 March 2010 http://www.faqs.org/childhood/So-Th/Special-

Education.html. 
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Sample Chapter:  

Part I: Bathtime 

Recommended Books: 

Ruler of the Courtyard by Rukhsana Khan (Penguin Group, 2003) 

Set in Pakistan, this is the story of a young girl who sets off to go to the bathhouse. Along 

the way she crosses the courtyard while chickens peck her toes, only to discover a snake 

waiting for her in the bathhouse. 

Discussion Points: 

Ask the children what are some of the differences they noticed between where and how 

they bathe and how Saba bathes. Did they notice any similarities? Ask the children how 

they would like having to cross a courtyard full of chickens just to take a bath. 

 

The Way We Do It in Japan by Geneva Cobb Iijima (Albert Whitman & Company, 2002) 

Gregory learns a new way of life when his father's company sends the family to Japan. 

Many of the differences between the way Americans and Japanese live are described. 

Discussion Points: 

Ask the children to discuss some of the differences between the way we live in American 

and the way people live in Japan. Examples to explore are eating, sleeping arrangements, 

bathing and school. 
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Flannelboard:  

Carlos and the Squash Plant 

Adapted from the book Carlos and the Squash Plant by Jan Romero Stevens (First 

Impression, 1993) 

(Pieces needed:  Carlos, adobe, small green two leaved plant, wide-brimmed hat, five 

leaved plant, a long green vine with yellow blossoms, a larger wide-brimmed hat) 

Carlos lived on a farm in the mountains of New Mexico.  His parents were 

farmers and they grew watermelons, corn, tomatoes and chilis.  But Carlos' favorite 

vegetable was squash, because his mother used it to make his favorite dish, spicy  

calabacitas (call-ah-bah-SEE-tahs)! 

Carlos worked hard in the garden.  Often he came home with dirt everywhere - 

under his fingernails, between his toes and even inside his ears.  But Carlos hated taking 

baths!  Every day his mother would warn him, "If you don't wash your ears, a squash 

plant will grow in them!"  But Carlos did not believe her. 

One day when Carlos came home, he was so dirty his mother told him he had to 

take a bath before dinner.  But Carlos only went into the bathroom and wiped off his face 

with a washcloth, then had dinner and went to bed.  

The next morning, Carlos had an itchy feeling in his ear.  When he looked in the 

mirror he saw a small, light green stem with two leaves growing in his right ear.  Carlos 

quickly grabbed a wide-brimmed hat to cover the plant so his mother would not see it at 

breakfast.  After eating breakfast Carlos ran outside before his mother could get a good 

look at him. 
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That evening when Carlos came home his mother told him to take a bath before 

dinner. But Carlos only went into the bathroom and wiped off his face with a washcloth, 

then had dinner and went to bed. 

The next morning, Carlos woke to find the green plant was bigger than 

before!  Three more leaves had joined the first two.  Again, Carlos quickly grabbed a 

wide-brimmed hat to cover the plant so his mother would not see it at breakfast.  After 

eating breakfast Carlos ran outside before his mother could get a good look at him. 

That evening when Carlos came in from the garden he was dirtier than ever and 

once again, his mother told him to take a bath before dinner.  But Carlos only went into 

the bathroom and wiped off his face with a washcloth, then had dinner and went to bed. 

Carlos woke up the next morning and his head felt heavy on the right side.  A 

long green vine with yellow blossoms hung down the pillow and trailed onto the 

floor.  Carlos tried pulling it out.  He tried breaking it off!  He tried stomping on it!  But 

nothing would rid him of the squash plant. When his mother called Carlos for breakfast 

he ran into his father's closet and found an even larger hat.  He coiled the vine on top of 

his head and put the hat over it.  Carlos grabbed a tortilla from the kitchen and ran outside 

to eat. 

That day, the weather was breezy and Carlos had to hold onto his hat with one 

hand while he weeded the garden with the other.  Carlos let go of the hat for just a 

moment when a gust of wind carried it down the road.  At the same time, Carlos heard his 

mother calling him.  Carlos covered his head with his arms and ran to take a bath before 

his mother could even tell him to.  This time, Carlos filled the tub with water and began 

scrubbing his left ear.  At the same time, he felt a tingly, itchy sensation in the other 
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ear.  Amazingly, the squash plant began to shrink.  The more he scrubbed, the smaller it 

became, until finally, the vine had completely disappeared.  

That night, Carlos went to dinner without a hat, and proudly announced that he 

had taken a bath and had remembered to wash his ears. 

 

Rhyme/Fingerplay:  

“Splish, Splash, Splish!” 

(to the tune of The Mulberry Bush) 

In America we bathe in a tub, bathe in a tub, bathe in a tub, 

In America we bathe in a tub, 

Splish, Splash, Splish! 

In Japan we soak in an onsen, soak in an onsen, soak in an onsen, 

In Japan we soak in an onsen, 

Splish, Splash, Splish! 

African villages use a bucket to bathe, a bucket to bathe, a bucket to bathe, 

African villages use a bucket to bathe, 

Splish, Splash, Splish! 

In Turkey, people steam in the hamam, steam in the hamam, steam in the hamam, 

In Turkey, people steam in the hamam, 

Splish, Splash, Splish! 

All over the world people wash themselves, people wash themselves, people wash 

themselves, 

All over the world people wash themselves, 
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Splish, Splash, Splish! 

  

Cultural notes for onsen, hamam and bucket bathing: 

Bucket bathing -Villagers often take a bucket of warm water and a plastic mug or other 

plastic cup-size container. They dampen themselves, soap up, and rinse, using only the 

water in one bucket, employing the cup to rinse. 

Onsen - In Japan people often clean themselves in a shower stall then soak in a hot tub 

called an onsen. 

Hamam - A series of several bathing rooms, beginning in a steam room and eventually 

ending in a cool water bath. 

 

Craft: 

We All Take Baths 

Pieces Needed: Worksheet – line of culturally diverse kids in robes getting ready for 

bath, each holding a bath toy representing their culture: American child with rubber 

ducky, African child holding a rubber giraffe, Asian child holding a rubber panda bear. 

Have children color the worksheet. 
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Sample Chapter:  

Part II: Black History Month/African Culture 

 

Introduction: 

The continent of Africa is made up of many countries with a variety of customs and 

traditions. People in Africa speak a vast number of different languages, practice hundreds 

of religions and live in a many of types of houses.  In the United States we celebrate 

Black History during the month of February. This is a time to remember the ancestors of 

those African Americans who came from Africa, as well as the struggles and 

accomplishments African Americans have experienced over the centuries in the United 

States. 

 

Recommended Books: 

Honey... Honey... Lion! by Jan Brett (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2005) 

The true story and legend of the honeyguide bird and badger are told in this Botswana 

tale. 

Discussion Points: Ask the children to help retell the story, asking prompting questions 

such as: 

What does the honeyguide do for the badger? 

What did badger do to make honeyguide mad? 

How did honeyguide teach badger a lesson? 
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*Tip: Make flannelboard pieces of the animals in the book to help retell the story. By 

asking the children what the honeyguide flew past next, children will build sequencing 

skills. 

*Website Extra: Visit www.janbrett.com for more activities and crafts. 

 

I Lost My Tooth in Africa by Penda Diakite (Scholastic Press, 2006) 

While visiting relatives in Africa, Amina loses her tooth. This book discusses a range of 

customs in the Mali culture, including receiving a chicken when you lose a tooth! 

Discussion Points: Ask the children some of the things they noticed in the book that were 

different than what they experience here. Ask them what their traditions are when losing 

a tooth. Would they like to receive a chicken for losing a tooth? Did they notice any 

similarities to their life here? Playing games, sharing meals, etc.? 

  

All the Colors of the Earth by Sheila Hamanaka (Morrow, 1994) 

Children come in all the colors of the earth and sky and sea.  In this celebration of our 

diversity, the author demonstrates that our skin and hair come in all the wonderful colors 

found in nature, and that we love them all. 

Discussion Points:  Ask the children if they can think of some differences found between 

themselves and their siblings or parents.  These differences could be in appearance or 

even in likes and dislikes of food, clothing, music, etc.  Point out that differences are 

okay, they are what make each of us special. 

  

 

http://www.janbrett.com/
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Drumbeat in Our Feet by Patricia A. Keeler (Lee & Low Books, Inc, 2006) 

African American children learn the dances of their African ancestors.  Many different 

types of African dances and instruments explained in the easy picture book format.  The 

author provides additional information in a sidebar on each page.  Vivid pictures help the 

reader imagine what it would be like to partake in an African dance. 

Discussion Points:  Ask the children if they have ever seen or been part of an African 

dance?  Could they imagine taking part in a dance?  If so, which dance would they prefer, 

or would they rather play an instrument for a dance?  Could they create a dance for 

something that takes place in their daily lives?  

  

Freedom Summer by Deborah Wiles (Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2001) 

Joe and John Henry are the best of friends and do everything together. Or rather, during 

the summer of 1964, they do everything together that the laws allow in the South.  Joe 

and John Henry show that friendship has nothing to do with color.  

Discussion Points:  Explain to the children that before the Civil Rights Act was passed in 

1964, African Americans were often not allowed to go to the same places as white 

people.  That included schools, restaurants, swimming pools and stores.  Ask the children 

if they think that would be fair.  How do they think they would feel if they weren't 

allowed to go somewhere that a friend went. 
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Max Celebrates Martin Luther King Jr. Day by Adria Worsham (Picture Window Books, 

2009) 

Max is excited to participate in a special Martin Luther King Jr. day event at his 

school.  This book provides a wonderful introduction to who Martin Luther King Jr. was 

and why we celebrate him. 

Discussion Points:  Why is Max excited?  What were some of the things that Martin 

Luther King Jr. did? 

   

Flannelboards: 

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain 

Based on the book by Verna Aardema (Dial, 1981). 

Pieces needed: brown plain, rain cloud, cows, African boy standing on one leg, eagle, 

feather, arrow, bow, African boy shooting arrow toward cloud, lightning bolts, rain drops, 

green plain with grass and flowers. 

In this African folktale a herdsman named Ki-pat needs rain for the grass to grow, so his 

cows do not die. Ki-pat makes a bow and arrow and shoots the arrow into the black rain 

cloud, bringing rain to Kapiti Plain. 

 

“Morning at the Water Hole” 

Pieces needed: Hippopotamus, zebra, elephant, giraffe, monkey, watering hole. 

Place appropriate pieces on the board as the rhyme is read. 

The animals on the savanna begin to wake, 

they walk to the watering hole with a yawn and a shake. 
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Hippo arrives first with a swish of his tale, 

he nibbles grass along the way, moving as slow as a snail. 

Quick hooves stampeding down to the hole, 

the zebras arrive and take control. 

Elephant comes with a trumpet and stomp, 

into the watering hole he'll play and romp. 

Giraffe with his long legs approaches a bit slower, 

to reach the water, he has to bend his neck lower. 

Finally the monkeys come running with a squeak, 

drinking water quickly, then off to play hide and seek. 

 

*Tip: Want to see what life is like at a watering hole? Visit www.AfriCam.com. 

 

Rhymes and Fingerplays:    

“Harvest Dance” 

 We dance in a circle and clap of our hands, 

We dance to honor our family and lands. 

We sing loud and clear, and shout through the night, 

The harvest is in we sing with delight! 

We dance in a circle and raise our hands high, 

We stand on tiptoe and reach for the sky. 

We dance to the left and we dance to the right, 

The harvest is in we sing with delight! 

http://www.africam.com/
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We dance in a circle and jump all around, 

We jump 'till our bodies collapse on the ground. 

We danced and we sang all through the night, 

The harvest is in, it's time to say goodnight.  

 

 “Martin Luther King, Jr. Day” 

(to the tune of “Do You Know the Muffin Man?”) 

Do you know Martin Luther King? Martin Luther King? Martin Luther King? 

Do you know Martin Luther King? We celebrate him today. 

He believed everyone was equal, everyone was equal, everyone was equal, 

He believed everyone was equal, and the world should be that way. 

He said it doesn’t matter if you’re black or white, if you’re black or white, if you’re black 

or white, 

He said it doesn’t matter if you’re black or white, we should all be friends. 

Martin Luther King was a great man, a great man, a great man. 

Martin Luther King was a great man, we celebrate him today. 

 

“Savanna Ruckus” 

(Have the children repeat sounds and movements) 

It's noisy on the savanna today, 

all the animals came out to play. 

The monkeys scratch their head with an oo and an ee; 

while the elephants trumpet and stomp their feet. 
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Hippo's tail moves with a swish, swish, swish, 

while the snakes slither with a hiss, hiss, hiss. 

Giraffe's neck reaches in the trees for lunch, 

while the alligator waits to SNAP and munch. 

  

“The World is like a Rainbow” 

The world is like a rainbow 

Made up of different colors. 

But we are all beautiful 

And should respect each other. 

It doesn’t matter if your skin 

Is black or tan or white 

Or purple polka dots or plaid 

Or orange with yellow stripes! 

Every person is a person, 

And in the end, 

Every person is a person 

Who could be your friend! 

 

Crafts: 

Gorilla 

The gorilla is the largest primate. Some of the males weigh as much as 600 pounds. The 

gorilla makes his home in the African forests. 
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Pieces Needed: Worksheet – gorilla in trees, various shades of green construction paper 

roughly torn, glue and crayons. 

After coloring the gorilla, glue torn pieces of green construction paper to create the forest 

leaves. 

 

African Mask 

Pieces needed: Mask template, crayons, feathers, glue and other items to decorate. 

Create an African mask using designs found in books or your imagination. After the 

mask are made, put on some music and have the children dance and have their own 

celebration. 

 


